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September 2020 will see us 

celebrating our 10th year. 

We can hardly believe it !  

Trust, loyalty, dedication, 

commitment, and 
friendship are values we 

continue to hold dear and 

have served us well. 

 

I hope you have all enjoyed a good Christmas 

and enjoyed a relaxing festive break. 

Meanwhile , we have paused for breath and 
then carried on planning the details for our 

main productions. More of which you can 

read inside.  

 

We have also had to make a very important 

and realistic decision about this year’s One 
Act Play Festivals. It will apply only to this 

year and you can learn what that is over the 

page. 

 

We have never given up looking for someone 

to supplement out teaching staff. For a while 
now, an ex-student of ours, Becky Fitch, has 

come to help with ACT II when possible. She 

now finds that she can come more regularly 

on a Sunday and I am delighted that she has 

agreed to be another tutor. 

 

Becky is a DBS checked primary school 
teacher and has been with ACTS from the 

very start. Although there may be the odd 

time when she may not be able to attend due 

to her heavy school work load, we are 

delighted to have her with us. 

 
Valerie Harris—Head Tutor 
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Inside this issue: 

At Easter, there will be vacancies for ACT I This is due to the fact that later 

in the year some students will be moving on to ACT II. Therefore, we really 

need to build up the junior section and in particular need more girls! If you, 

your family, friends or colleagues know of anyone who may be interested, 

could you please ask them to get in touch with Valerie Harris on 0161 928 

2277 or they can email us at info@acts4u.org.uk. Val is very happy to 
speak to people and answer any questions they may have. To safeguard 

ACTS future we need your help and support with this. We are also always 

looking for adult help to improve the support we can give. If you feel or 

know of anyone who would be interested in helping at the meetings,  

running an activity or with the plays then please get them to ring Val. 

PLEASE NOTE: - If you have  important information for us   

PHONE - Do not email! 
 

Emails are only checked once a day  

Our phones do not have internet!  
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It is very important that fees are paid on time. Please can 

you ensure that students bring these to the first meeting. 

Cash or cheque is fine. We do not do credit cards or BAC 

payments. It has always been our policy to keep things 

simple and our ACTS Treasurer does appreciate that! 

© A.C.T.S. 2020 
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After a very long discussion, the tutors have decided that ACTS 

will not be entering any of the One Act Play Festivals in 2020. We 

will resume entering these in 2021. The reasons are that last year 

we had complaints about a couple of festivals. The GMDF is again 

taking place too far away but most of all the attendance has been 

so erratic for the second year running that we are not prepared to put other students and 
ourselves into a stressful position when some students just do not turn up. There have been  

several cases where we have not been informed of their absences well in advance or not at 

all! Since there is only a 6 week rehearsal period, this puts undue pressure and worry on 

both tutors and regular attendees. 

 

Already since Sept, our winter term, there were only 2 weeks when we had everyone 

present. This is, over a period of what amounted to 13 weeks, a terrible attendance record. 
What is worse is that this was the same for both sections. All the plays rely on team work 

and it is so unfair on students who attend regularly to have to rehearse to empty space due 

to others who just do not turn up.   

We are strong supporters of the D of E awards scheme and we are aware there are students 

who will be continuing with that as well as others who will be working on their exams.  

 
To compensate for this year’s decision, we are planning to run some more theatre  

workshops for both sections. As always, we approach professionals and ask them if they 

would be happy to do these for us. They are very expensive and the people who come do so 

often come on their day off! At the time of writing, no fixed dates have been set but we will 

let you know as soon as they have been arranged. This way, even with their revision, all 

students will get the chance to be involved. 

Term Fees  

2020 One Act Play Festivals 

Accident Make Up Workshop 

Boxing Workout  

Recently, ACT I had a visit from Judy Baker from Casualties Union. 

This charity provides acting and reacting casualties and patients for 

the medical profession, the emergency services, and those who 

teach first aid, nursing and rescue. They create the illusion of  

illness or injury by makeup. The casualties behave and act with the appropriate posture, 

facial expression and speech. After explaining the role of the Union, Judy ran a Make Up 
workshop for the students which involved them recreating serious wounds including a  

severed finger! It was a very interesting experience and one enjoyed by everyone there. 

When ACT II performed the play ‘Ernie’s Incredible Illucinations’, we 

needed some boxing gloves. Many thanks therefore to Stevie Bell from 

Bells Gym in Altrincham who came to the rescue. He not only donated 2 

sets of gloves to the school but also offered a personal training session to 

any of the students. So Madeline Rogerson and Lauren Roberts went to 

the gym where trainer, Matt Percy put them through their paces. The girls did really well, 

and punched hard....... so watch out!! 

Madeline in action ! 

Judy with ACT I. 
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Dates for Diaries  

Please note the extra dates : 

 

ACT I Spring term starts on Saturday the 11th January, 2020. 

and finishes on Saturday the 4th April, 2020. 

 
ACT II Spring starts on Sunday the 12th January, 2020. 

and finishes on Sunday the 5th April, 2020. 

 

There will be no meetings on Saturday the 8th and Sunday the 

9th February, 2020. 

Contacts  

For more information you can 

call Head Tutor Valerie Harris  

on 0161 928 2277  or 

 

John Banks  
Mobile - 07792 307677 

 

Or you can email us at the 

following info@acts4u.org.uk 

2020 Main Productions  

In January we will be stepping up the rehearsals for our main productions 

and it is vital that we have a more regular attendance. As you will already 

have read in the article about the One Play Festivals, attendance has been 

far from good and makes rehearsing very difficult. 

 

Last year, ACT I asked for a particular type of play to perform. We did find 
one but then the membership numbers changed so in the end Tutor, John 

Banks wrote a play especially for them. ‘Curtain Up?’ concerns a small  

amateur drama society who are suddenly faced with having to make some money fast or 

lose their theatre! There is, like all good comedy thrillers, a twist in this tale!  

 

Meanwhile, after several comedic plays, ACT II  have settled on presenting 

a well known drama. Under the guidance of Val Harris and Becky Fitch, 
they are tackling ’Cider with Rosie’ the story of Laurie Lee. Jamie Bennett 

plays the present day Laurie looking back at his younger self played by Will 

Cleary. This is a very demanding piece as the story covers a long timeline 

so most of the actors are having to play multiple roles. Team work is key to 

this so anyone who misses a rehearsal causes problems. Please note the 

following dates that have already been sent out to all parents by email last 
year. 

 

Tech/Dress Rehearsal - Saturday the 28th March 2020. For the last 2 years we have 

not had everyone at the Dress /Tech Rehearsal. It is essential that all students be present 

as  this is the one and only chance they have to get on the stage before they perform.  

Performances  ACT I -  Tuesday the 31st March & Wednesday 1st April 2020.  

Performances  ACT II - Thursday the 2nd April & Friday the 3rd April 2020. 

Curtain  
Up? 

 

Disney's The Lion King closely 

follows the plot of Shakespeare's 

Hamlet.  

 

Kicky Wicky is a Shakespearean 
word meaning ‘wife’. 

 

Southport Theatre was designed by an  

architect who usually designed supermarkets 

and forgot to include dressing rooms.  

Odd Drama Facts  
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The End Bit  

Unfortunately, we still have had no response to the 

request we put out in the last newsletter. We have 3 

meetings which happen once per term. At these  

meetings we make decisions about the running of the 

school, its activities and give the tutors honest  

feedback. Tea, coffee and biscuits are provided! Please 
contact Head Tutor, Valerie Harris for a chat.  

An Actor's Prayer 

 
Oh, god, I'm about to go on stage. On stage, in front of You and 

everyone. The ultimate loneliness; the ultimate in self-exposure; 
the ultimate in risk-taking.  

Please Lord, hold my hand while I'm out there, so alone. Keep 

me breathing and my heart beating, don't let my nervousness 

show. Let my shoes be tied and double knotted, my wig/hat/

scarf on firmly and straight, my costume securely fastened and 

my pants zipped. Please don't let me sneeze, sniff, cough, and 
for god's sake, don't let me get the hiccups.  

Don't let me faint or trip or fall out of the chair, off the ladder, or 

through the door, or god forbid, off the damn stage.  

And please make sure I remember to go to the bathroom BEFORE my entrance. Help me to 

manage all my props skilfully--the bag, the food, the letter, the whatever I'm carrying/have 

to handle/pick up/move. 

 
I'm an empty vessel. Open me up and flow through me like water, and allow all that I know 

is inside to come through and out into the audience. I've prepared for this for weeks, 

months even; help me to be what I can be and do what I know I can do.  

Open my mind to the lines I need to say; allow me to think on my feet; allow me that other-

worldly experience of channelling the character I've created and need to be.  

Help me to remember EVERYTHING--my lines, my blocking, the choreography, the words to 
the songs, the accent, the inflection and nuances I've rehearsed for so long. 

 

And lord, while I'm begging, do this for me as if asking you to help me hide my nervousness 

wasn't enough..... let me have fun out there.  

Let it be a romp in the park; a mountaintop experience; allow me to know the moments of 

joy that I find only in this theatre temple. Help me to tune into the audience to create that 

love affair that is only between them and me.  


